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is not a
admissible motive for individual action.
it. Officially revenge is thus
state, and reason all line up
sinful to the theologian, illegal to the
and irrational to the economist (it defies the rule of sunk costs). Order and peace depend upon its
and economic arrangesalvation and rational
ments on its denial. The official
discourse has a long hiseven preceding the
taken up and elaborated
medieval
churchmen and later by the architects of state
The state builders constructed two basic
accounts.
its final form
historians of the nineteenth centold an
that saw blood revenge
by compensation payment and then
by the rule of law.
from obsolescence and
For them revenge died
The other main account is from contractarian ....,.,..,.," . ."'"'
Like the
historical one, it supposes a
world in
times
historical model
revenge not as
some inevitable force of human
progress, but rather as
that must be
overcome
acts of
and wise social
historian the
nature of honor and
ning. If for the
revenge doomed them
natural selection to
then for
Hobbes honor and revenge doomed
unless one worked to
for Hobbes knew that honor and
devise institutions to suppress
were as much a
were a terror.
still
cnr<=>nrro
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revenge and honor are the
revenge for us

one
revenges go on inside as fantasies
those we envy, fantasies
"'"'".... "c•nr! were the substance of ressentiment.
another less
revenge still
it is
understood that that very
is the determinative characteristic of
the ineffable
of young lower-class males. 1
our world
revenge becomes either small-minded or
loud
So revenge has died a death after a fashion. That the
gave up on
reason and cost-benefit
upper classes learned walk away from
instead. But if
each
the lower
whom
aristocratic
denied the very
it alive in barrooms and in
back
even the children of the elite still cared about these
of course, the upper classes still cared
and behaved like
human
but their revenges were transmuted and took
and
arenas and in routine social activities like
than
face-to-face confrontation. Honor and revenge did
pear so much as become
and
a source of
rassment to the refined and civilized that needed to be n•n,ccu.,
and moral

with minor
wrongs, administered as it must be
tional fashion.

unconrule of limita-

1. I here make the
move of noting that the
of
is an
imposition of one class's view on another. That is obvious, yet I wonder if there isn't
a Platonic form of
that allows the category to be serviceable for riP<:rr11nhr'n
as a form of
self-assertion, assertion that must recognize
by the fact that it
the other, then we have liberated the
from such easy relativistic dismissal.

CLINT EASTWOOD

tion. It is conceived of not
as
but as unruled and ruleless.
unaerst1DO<:l, is anathema to the
of law. Criminal law
IJU."'"''-'j"''-"' like this:
on~ex1stJmg

rules
comes from a dedthat
punishment is
revenge. 2
Consider how Robert Nozick
revenge from retriburevenge
definitional fiat into
rather than a
behavior upon which many societies-we still think of as rather
based their moral and social order. (I take his distinction here as representative of the
tradition of
and

is for an
retribution for a wrong.
2. Retribution sets an internal limit to the amount of the
~~·~,n.-... .......... to the seriousness of the wrong.
the
of retribution need have no spe3·
tie to the victim of the wrong for which he exacts
retribution.
emotional tone,
in the
while retribution need involve no emotional tone.
There need be no
in revenge. Not
is
avenger
not committed to
any similar act done to anyone; he
is not committed to -:nr.:::.nr-r,nr-r all done to himself)
Some
wonder whether retribution
even to a revenge so
defined. One
a serious commitment to
the victim's
more about how the victimizer
lead us to
revenge to retribution
what do we suppose retribution without
Ernest van den Haag, Punishing Criminals (New York: Basic Books, 1975), 10,
guoted in John Kaplan and Robert
Criminal Lrrw,
ed. (Boston: Little, Brown,
1991), 29.
3· Robert Nozick,
Harvard
Press,
1982), 366-68.
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tions-like a sense of
disapproval, or
would look like? How could retribution possibly be
an emotional
Unemotional bureaucratic ImPlE~mentation of
looks much like law
to Kafka. The antimore
must not be with emotions them(One
selves so much as with
reasonably wonder whether
is in some real sense a
necessary feature of corrective justice.) Point 5 prefers generality in the
..... '-",_.,.._._._u.u'-''"' of sanction, and there is much to recommend this position,
but it comes at a cost: it rejects mercy in favor of
bureaucratic
Let's
all this aside as raising issues both too complex and too
divisive for quick
What is clear is that revenge in the eyes
of this tradition is
a stand-in for anarchy and anomie. It is an
l1n,1n-t-o,·ochn,n- straw man. Of course no one wants to live around
carrying out revenge without measure for any imagined slight. Honorbased vengeance cultures found such people no less troublesome than
bureaucratized societies fear them likely to be. And honor cultures
knew how to handle such misfits with more than a slap on the wrist.
The Norse called them berserks or 6jafnaoarmenn
of no
and found ways of rudely disposing of them. Revenge cultures don't
dignify this straw man with the honorific of revenge, and neither, it
turns out, do Clint Eastwood movies. There is, in other words, no
distinction between retribution and revenge outside the
confines of the antihonor discourse.4
One cannot help but notice that in American culture at least, in
of more than a millennium of the antihonor discourse, revenge
retains its allure. It still motivates more of our action than we like to
but that is
compared to how it motivates the
of the
movies we pay to see. We still
for revenge in one way or
'-L''-·"''-''-'-'-

4- Robert C. Solomon (Passion for Justice: Emotions and the
Social ConMA: Addison
1990]) is much kinder to the passion of vengeance:
is a
sense of the moral self and its boundaries. By
the reality or the legitimacy of vengeance we
this sense of the moral self and moralize away
those boundaries of the self without
it makes no sense to talk about
or
int<>ar·ihr But these boundaries do not define
the individuaL To the contrary,
for
and friends and the world that one cares about. ... Not
the most part enclose one's
to feel
may therefore be not a sign of virtue but a symptom of callousness and
1A71Irhnr::~'A'"I . . . " (41). See also Susan Jacoby, Wild Justice: The Evolution of Revenge (New
and Row, 1983).
[L'~'""·'""'F,'
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another. If we can't take ourselves because the law and other ""''YIY'•C>+internal inhibitions won't let us, we still thrill to fantasies constructed around it. Even the
the
and purveyors
of the official
are ambivalent about revenge. The very
that will not allow its citizens to claim revenge as
in its
about
its
that revenge
courts of law sees
another state. When God
saith the Lord"-

was because revenge was so
crimiand other forms of
it were felt to be necessary.
I do not mean to
that revenge is
to a law of conservation. I do not believe that if you repress it
it will pop up
either as acne or as fiction. Or that the authorities will become more violent to the extent it is disallowed to the people. It is not, in other words,
that the cultural fascination with vengeance stories is
compenus with
for the loss of the
Real vengeance cultures
couldn't get enough of these stories either. No conservation there. As an
aside: The literature of revenge served more than
to amuse the
denizens of heroic
it gave them heroic models to imitate. Fanalso could be educative and
After
vengeance takwas
would avoid it if
could. Conventional wisdom conceives of vengeance cultures as
cultured at
all id and no superego:
dumb brutes
for
excuses to kill. But it may be that we are less
homo
than
homo
not man the wolf so much as man the chicken. Prudence
may be more natural than foolhardiness. There is
believe that it takes much more socialization labor to
feuders than accountants.s Honor cultures assumed risk-averse man as
thus
elaborate means of o-r,-::.r~,,n
the
and
to
to do their ~~-L ·~~ ~· ~~
L ....

5· See William Ian Miller, Humiliation (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
Press, 1993),
and Gilbert Herdt, "Sambia
Rites and Male
to Women," in Cultural Psychology: Essays on
Human Development, ed. James W.
Richard
A Shweder, and Gilbert Herdt
University Press, 1990), 366-400.
Herdt demonstrates the
intrusive socialization work that
must be
in to maintain a culture of violence in the face of fear, risk aversion, prudence, and desires for ease and relaxation.
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wolfish human nature. The
assume that a desire for
"''"''"Y'I"+h,..-.rr like
at
are near universal features of
human affective
but we are not entitled to assume that the desire
out in the same way
If we take
will be
revenge to stand for the extreme instance of
us, then some cultures go in for more than others. If we take revenge
concept of
to pay back the
as a more
wrongs done us, then we may be
a necessary condition of human social arr·angemE~ntB: ""'"'""""',...,,,..., . .,.T
In honor
was Int:xtnc:ao
honor (and hence to revenge) although not
But let me
that aside as a matter to be dealt with at another time. For
our
it is sufficient to note that revenges were understood as
to shames. Without
there was no
cause for revenge. The whole process of vengeance taking was, at least
in the saga
understood in metaphors of debt and gift exchange,
of
owing, and paying back what you owed. You owed a man a
return for the harms he inflicted on you. You were
strangely considered to be in his debt for the wrong he had done you. And the cardiwas that debts must be
Not
nal rule of
(and
to pay back is to be
dition of
someone is a
back that you manifested
to it.
Honor is not
harms. If someone does you a
nice turn, honor also demands a return. Like a harm done you, a favor
done you makes you a
and you are a lesser moral
if you
do not repay what you owe. In both cases, you are shameless and actwithout
There is an
in this
model of redit is one, moreover, that still holds many of us in its
Notice
that such a model does not allow for easy
of wrongs or
in
makes
incoherent. 6 I can
what
you owe me, but not what I owe you, and I owe you for what you have
done to and for me. To
is thus to act like a
or a welsher.
h'r.rn-iu.on"'"'

ture nro.c-ic&:>lu
so chose.

of course was possible
cultures of honor, but was an option
that is, to those for whom it would look like a

EASTWOOD

We too at some
person as debtor.
indebtedness and ror'"'"''YY'Il::\l"'\1"

not 1rnnr····+,>n+
be made to suffer
this
torical matter it came to be
on vengeance to the state.
In the first
in the orv•r-. ...... "

a monop-

7· Compare Herbert Packer (The Limits
Criminal Sanction [Stanford: Stanford
Press, 1968L 38-39), who finds each view
different
of
for
the same retributive pnno]:::>le.
1,;,,,_,.,.,,,;h,
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an
This is a model we
too well. It may not be the criminal law's
but it still holds us in
our

paid for his wrong once he has been
cultures could understand
back someone in revenge to
inconsistent with
the wrongdoer pay compensaoff vengeance.) In some
the two modtion to the victim to
els
well in tandem. One model sees events from the
peJ~sp,ecttve the other from the
HUU<J-,,~U•.J-, of
a
for the shift can have substantive conse-n.a-... cr'o,..,·+n;·o 1'"\c:\Hl,-nn- backf is a pure model of rP,TPnCFP'
the second, paying for, as
indicated,
consistent with
revenge, has come to undergird a retributionist model of state-delivered justice in which the victim has little or no role to play; it is a model
of a neutral arbiter
deserved
to the wrongdoer but
no
to the
who must find solace,
like any other citizen, in seeing order maintained and some kind of
small
done. Still we talk rather loosely; even when we focus on
the wrongdoer's hurt at the victim's
of
alternation between the idiom of both J-' .............".~.r.,.u
troubled by
our
We thus can say he
victimcentric model), he got what he had coming (an
between the two models), and he paid for what
the same breath. And
rer;,res.en1:ati,ons of
popular culture seem to bear out:
to a few ~u. .......~............"L.l~JJ.lO
adduced
we are rather indifferent as to which model
done. We would be
to
to take vengeance if in fact the
state did not renege on its
to take it. The
model
remains so attractive
because the state is not able or has not seen
fit to make
pay for their wrongs.
hc:~,,,,-n,a

........

is a
of
The
Whatever else revenge may
and the rule of law never denied that. It was not
for state

EASTWOOD AND

but in Bacon's formulation "a kind of wild
divorced from the
Can
tice at
ever be a
rational process/ mere
say/
behind a veil of
caught up in an emotional economy whose constraints must be
or there is no satisfaction. Note that satisfaction is both an emotion and a yua.:n- 1uL!.Ull.\....
state
the fact
that is/ we
of the satisfaction of a claim and the sense of satisfaction at having the
claim
satisfied. Without a sense
satisfaction there
means
people feel the
of the institutions
with
cl.l

ways: it can range from a
various shades of
drama depends on this sense of
too/ and within
the broad
of the revenge genre we can find those that play to
the
and tragic
of necessary revenge (The Iliad! Njals saga!
and those that elicit ecstatic
that
manifests itself in the observer
"yeah/
" It is this end of the
and moral economy of so many classic revenge films of the last
decades: for
Death
and
raperevenge films.
a
emotional
The modern revenge film is characterized
economy that marks the genre/ in fact determines it. Emotion-based
theories of narrative genre are as old as Aristotle.9
takes us
and fear to
the modern
revenge
narrative takes us from
and
at a wrong/ via fear
and
of the
to a sense of satisfaction of
the
10
wrong
of the
The
of satisfaction are crucial and definitive of the genre/ but
8. "Of

dls1ting:uishes the revenge genre from Aristotle's model of
which should leave us
rather than exhilarated. For a treatment of the relation
to the emotions of embarrassment and relieC see my" 'I Can Take a Hint': Social
lneDtrtude. Embarrassment, and The King of
"
Quarterly Review 33
(1994): 323-44·
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_.__._'~,....._"'"''"""· and
more often than not more
on behalf of another than
on one's own
where it often
interested envies and resentments. 11
An aside: In our time the
at
are video
at Blockbuster who shelve the titles.
store managers or the
understand that
of uv,-~ur·'certain
Thus
some genres even take their name from the emotion
are
referenced to
ror and
come to understand that
and action-adventure have
the substance of the film than the range of
less to do with
We thus understand actionto
in effect/ an emotion term.
It is related
The modern revenge film is about
but there are crucial differences that distinto action and horror
the genres. In the revenge genre/ the hero hunts down the wrongin action-adventure or
the hero is
to escape
him or her. In that genre he is the
intent on

11. Hobbes/ in fact defines
as
for great hurt done to another
when we conceive the same to be done
injury" (Leviathan Part
6/ emph<>sis
added).
and resentment are
into one moral emotion,
but that may miss some important distinctions between the two. Resentment is harder to
v1c:anously than
Resentment seems bound up with envy; it
envy.
is bound up with anger. Resentments can be
nursed/ not
Part of the confusion is that
has no nonobsolete
verb formed from the same root and to resent has come to
the void. So we say we
rnrlracn">r1t about; still/ at the level of the noun/ we discern a differand resentment. See John
difference between
Rawls/s account of resentment and its relation to envy and distributive
in A
Harvard University Press/ 1971) 531-34; for a much less sympait to Nietzsche's resscntiment, see Robert
thetic account of resentment
Solomon, The Passions: The Myth and Nature of Human Emotion (Garden City, NY:
Anchor Press/ 1976), 352-58.
12. For one
to connect the horror genre with a
emotional economy/
see Noel Carroll/ The
(New York: 1'<-0lUtlE:dge, 1990) and the critique of
of Horror, or/
Did
his
of emotions by Robert Solomon, "The
Godzilla Cross the Road?" in
Ideas (Buffalo: Prometheus Books 1 1992)1
1

1

1
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more
is the final
in various
action-horror films such as the Alien and
Terminator movies. 1 5 Villains in the action-horror
often
to
a claim of
themselves as avengers in their own revenge
in
Fear or the villains in Patriot Games.
These are would-be avengers
to the status of avenger but who
are not
it.
are the arbiters in this
matter. And the chief reason we do not
them
is that we
them to be
in accord with the straw man model of revenge.
to wrongs, but either to
that
are not
deserved or to
insults. In the hero-as-hunted genre in which
find
their claims are
without
their
spJro]::)OitiCma.te, and their motiva1

3

confusion, consider The
no'·"-·'"'-"""''"c', with hero-as-hunter genres and
.,.,..,,,c+cn·unl,,+ The film has a hunted hero
Harrison Ford), who

in turn must
detective and hunt for the killer of his wife so as to
himself.
He is a reluctant avenger, if one at all,
his wife's killers less for
than for
his own
This causes some
for the
the film,
which get lost in the shuffle. The "'r·nnari.nor
the
system
that
hero
Lee Jones), whom the
the expectations
of that role because he is
an innocent man. He is only able to reclaim a kind of
"'"'"r":nna status when his and Ford's missions coincide to
the killers.
14. The term comes from Carol Clover's definitive study of the slasher genre in
Men, Women, and Chain Saws: Gender in the Modern Horror Film (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992),
1.
15. These genres are not
bounded, however, and can flow
one another,
often, on certain ebbs and flows in the hero's fortunes.
Harry can hunt
as
hunts him, or the hunted hero can defend herself by
into the avenging
and
it, as with Sarah Connor (Linda Hamilton)
at the conclusion of Terminator ("You're terminated."). Genre confusion seems to confuse
Quentin Tarantino, who takes great
to the conclusion of Patriot Games in which
the Harrison Ford hero hits the villain, who then dies
on an anchor. "As far as
concerned, if
to make a revenge movie,
got to let the hero get
revenge. There's a purity
So you set it up: the lead
screwed over. And
then you want to see him kill the bad
his bare
. [T]he
minute you kill your bad guy
him fall on
you should go to movie
You've broken the law of
1994,
22]). Tarantino is
the hero-as-hunted to
hero. The former as a reluctant and defensive avenger is
more
in the lethal competence of his
revenge
If Ford's character were a true avenger in the Dirty
or Charles
Bronson
the villain's death
accident would indeed be

LAw IN THE DoMAINs oF CuLTURE

Look how thoroughly we
the straw man
of
and moral
We do not
revenge constructed by
call Max Cady in Cape Fear or Frank Miller in High Noon avengers; we
do not even call them evil avengers. We
call them villains. We
value the avenger status too much to accord it
to anyone with some crazed unconfirmed sense of his own wrong. The
avenger status carries with it right and legitimacy, and thus we confer
it on those whose claims are deserving. As in honor-based cA'''ot·,oc
revenge must be bound up with publicly sustainable claims of
in this very
of the villain to the avenger status,
paid to the virtuousness and justifying power of revenge.
In the violent real world of honor and revenge, it is not
clear who is villain and who is good guy, for each side takes its turn
the other and each side can usually construct a story in which
are the victims who have the obligation to pay back
done
them; but fiction seldom fails to make that clear, even if some of our
heroes and nice guys are not always the nicest of guys and by a common film cliche come to resemble their opponents.
as they may
be, we know to root for Clint Eastwood in Dirty Harry and even in
Unforgiven and Charles Bronson in the Death Wish movies.
We are all readily
by narrative
that
us
to the gray hero, even though that grayness must inhibit to
some extent the ease with which we can be moved to
the hero's
of
claims for revenge. The usual move, of course, is to make his
view the
one. Our
will tend in his
not
so much because he is good as because he is familiar. And then our allegiance is nicely assisted by making his opponent
or if not uncomevit then an
unremorseful doer of an av(~n~~eable
wrong. The narrative is thus bracketed in time so as not to provide us a
basis for
or
the wrongs of the villain. He will be the
the
first mover in the chunk of time deemed relevant for the
, ....... cat+-<-,.,.. of an uneventful and moral
The
must be
the first act, the necessary condition to there
a
to tell at all.
The hero will thus be a reactor, which is
the role the deliverer
must take. He does not aggress; he
And
of corrective
to him are locked in as
as he meets two minimal
the
guy and
the
guy
the
proper mental state to
his being hit.
This second criterion means that the villain cannot exlfJeiieiKe
iL'-/H.L"'-"'""
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remorse.
yes, for
or for
remorse for the wrongness of his deeds. In
done is not unconnected to the
is the
of his terror at the hero closing in for the
would befuddle US
and so the
him too hardened to feel it. The
rv•"rvrr.-nt-c the
nr>lATO'<TDY'

The revenge genre as we have come to know it in film
two broad types of avenging hero: the one is the victim who
wrongs done to himself. Slow to anger, uncertain about
finds himself less
revenge than
it
upon him
the
or refusal of
institutions to give satisfaction. He is
also
the
whose sense of outconfirms the
of
rage and
Charles Bronson in Death Wish stands as an easy'-/'"'""-~~·'~---'-'-'~·
is the
avenger,
a
wrongs done to others because
some
to
what his
is. This is
who looks to take revenge because
he knows that
institutions will not
satisfaction unless he controls the institution's response. The first
of hero follows the payback
the
because he is
revenge on behalf of
someone else and because he is often himself a state
mixes
attenuated
with
the villain
it. Like the state,
he claims vengeance as
observer's claim for
the victim's and the
the
this
of hero is
a rrnrn_.r\:ctl"'T\1
is ours, but he insists on
on it. He acts for us; he is
the state as would act if it were understood that
makes certain
substantive demands that are inconsistent with a narrow devotion to
pure
form.

LAW IN THE DOMAINS OF CULTURE

that wild
is real
stories of revenge is that
Films like Death
the
claims of victims and of _._ ...._u""'''"'"'
Fourth Amendment search-and-seizure
terms and easy parole frustrate
and
again. The constitution is understood to have been trivialized
the
law
but a bag of
tricks " o--r•on
continue to prey. Good cops can't be good cops and still be
So the good cop must strike out on his own to do
agt=un~3t laws that
as is the case with
or able to
the
crimcitizen must undertake to do it himself
as in the Death Wish movies. 16
It is not just those films ex1Dw::ruv
justice that evidence little confidence in law and
institutions. The
films that show
being delivered by the legal system show it
the heroic efforts of one
skillful
It takes Atticus
Charles
to
it takes
~
rn
~
gro~
When a film uses the cliche "don't take
pressures
the law into your own hands/' and argues for recourse to legal process,
it isn't the routine administration of
that will
relief.
measure, which often
The
available by
1
7 for the usual bureaucratic structures are
the
to form not
smooth adminLeft to its own
bad results.
0

''

1

16. A movie like
Down
off these expectations, too, but avoids difficult
issues
the protagonist
crazy.
17. See Robert C. Post, "The
Image of the Lawyer,"
Law Review 75
(1987): 379-89 for a discussion of the '/classic American theme" of the
who "must
be lawless in order to
the law" (382).

the
secwould

this most moral of emotions.
another
common to many Westerns and to the urban
is not so much that the law will
as that the

culture has not yet
are still a matter corrupt and inept officialdom, not
are just
to do their best but getting wrong.
the five or six
jurors who were
ter how unsubstantiated, of child abuse, or the
face of a mountain of evidence, but that has not h,,..,,,:"""'rt
will continue to follow the
Hnrry and Death Wish

LAw IN THE DoMAINs oF CuLTURE

an:sDC)Sect into
Law is
it is
unless it
it
leaves open the
for the villain to
out and
back. Carol Clover asks us to compare the
rape victim that doses
smile of satisfaction on the face of the
out I
a
pure rape-revenge
with the
a
the closing shot of The
soiterung of the rape-revenge genre. 1 9 She notes that too many realworld stories of convicted
coming back to stalk, torment, and
kill the
victim undercut such
in the style
of The Accused. I would add that legal
make for a disweaker sense of satisfaction.
yes, but still looking over
your shoulder. The death of the wrongdoer
serious closure to the
business at hand; a guilty verdict is
a stay, a
of closure.
in which the protagonist or the villain went off to
a
rather than to death. It is comedy and romance that hold the
of return,
and reintegration; the formal demands of
revenge stories, like tragedy, require something more than a weak climax of
The notion of revenge that plays the straw man for various traditheory
as indicated
definition
tions of legal and
uncontrolled, unprincipled, unbalanced. But the revenge of
movie-hero avengers is not without normative constraints. Recall first
that the avenger functions in
He does not
he ,rn-n ... ,-Hrc'"
it. And he does not
it
some standardless r..o.,-.or'-n"'
rules. We as
understand precisely that he
wrongs that we as an audience agree are wrongs. And not
any
wrongs either. Since the avenger is likely to
the wrongdoer capthe wrong must be serious. He thus is not imposing a different set
and wrong than we hold ourselves. That is what vilof rules of
to rape, to
lains do. In his
as well as ours, it is thus wrong to
to extort, and to kill without
cause.
in other
much of the substance of the law. Note too that the avenger
must not strike us as crazy
in his
to take risks to
in Lethal Weapon falls on
villains. This is why Martin Riggs
the
side of the line but the
Douglas) of
character is just the kind of person
we do not trust to
it
and while we
in him
the
L/'-..'·u."" ... "''""'

19. Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 148-49. The
3) is a must-read.

on rape-revenge films
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as
when he does so.
both as to
1-'u.<u.u.J.L.U.l'-"'''· The

seems
are much less controversial.
Let me take a detour for a moment into how revenge
be regulated in a stateless honor-based culture. Honorable
did not
undertake revenge
never
an individual
consulted with their kin and friends before
the
process. It was not
up to the
Kin and others would let you
know if you were
and
would
you to do
your
if you were not
What
cerned about was the
were
there to help you get it
You also needed your kin and friends for
more than
advice. Most
you needed their
in
out the revenge, and you would
need their aid when it was your
turn to be on the defensive. Above
needed the
the
the ,...--.. ...-.~r·r>.iTTAri

your enemy to
Since revenge left not
you but also
those kin had a
interest in your uo'"'u=-:::~n
desires to accommodate their interests.
to
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We in more advanced cultures have somewhat different
for a few strict liabilminor rnr•-n<c:>r-:>r\
cerned
who have in fact done a
21
with a
mind. Without any fuss or sense of
our
avengers
the law's rules of
will
kill wrongdoers or in self-defense.
do not kill the fathers or sons or cousins
of
The
of
exoe,ctatKms that liberate our avengers
about members of their own
be
it is rather
remarkable how the
line saves them the TH'''"''-'fTl of
to
worry about others. Either
take risks to do
like
another genre,
because
Y'\1",0<'1COIU

Wish).

In either case, the avengers of the movies are often ct-.... 'C't-nn-DI'"
detached from
from i-rl •C>n r"' c often
neither.
are men
to have had
than to have it. Clint is the Man
and William
"""''""'Yr careful to avoid sexual encounter.
These are men, in
are brief and
other
about their course of action.
friends to desist or save t-n£:>1'Y'!c:Dnrc•c

have
and this leads to some r>rn"lc:torr)C'Ittnn
sultation. p...,,.., ...,_,"',...,..,
sional avenger a cause in his own
for
victims.
But even if the avenger does not consult
characters to whom
are linked the film
agree
we

families are
at
doubt or to conthe
as a surro-

have to make for doctrines

EASTWOOD

them worth
for. That may not be
some
the entertainment
of
form
from
But the avengers
ous constraint
their
as to the methods

0

"''""""'

0

"

more? But it is a hallmark of
tims.
Bond movies
revealed the
for rescue,
escape.
avenger does not allow us to fulfill our worst fantasies. He
an edirole for the
and
like me in the audience. He will
but not our desires for
A little
but no torture.
overstate the case. The avenger
some serious
the law. note some of
more salient ones:
1

2.

"'"""'

hrvn
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their own
innocence is ,-,y,.,...,,"".the fortune of being found not
because of
a
generous notion of reasonable doubt.
3· There is a
view that the law is too
concerned
with
acts rather than with evil characters. That teemu.._,...,....__u_,,....,_L<... F-, ..... of awful people who
offense
without ever being
sanctionable for any
offense, such as the
and the sadist are thus
tifiable
for the avenger. And under this rubric the
avenger can legitimately go after people whose wrongs are
omissions in the law's eyes rather than commissions.
4· The Fifth Amendment
self-incrimination is serviceable mostly to
The case is seldom
made that the right confers benefits as weighty as its costs.
5· The criminal law's notions of
do not accord
with the demands of justice. Not all first-degree and secondmurders are worse than all rapes. The notion that rape
could never be a capital offense unless the victim is also killed is
not an acceptable
of wrongs, which ranking must
not on the internal coherence of the law, but on the
and
the act elicits in third parties.
sense of
1

"'"

What the avenger
are
matters; his cause
must still
some sense of substantive
If he fails in
then he is not an avenger. He becomes the villain. Villains kill
ag<un:st whom they have no
villains take
and threaten
innocent dependents of their prey. It is a nice trick of the genre that if
the avenger
the wrong man, we are not in a revenge movie anyand we are in another genre when
more. He then becomes a
that
Here The Oxbo·w Incident
is the classic instance. The
fact that in the revenge genre there is never a doubt as to who deserves
to
of course, allows us to
desires without too
much worry about what it
mean to institutionalize revenge
when we are not
sure of
deserves to die or
we
must face the
of death rather than celluloid
L'Ll"Y1T'.>1"HYY~C' of it.

CLINT EASTWOOD AND

who deserve
of monstrous minions.
the chief vil-

sure to
us a
to die. Monstrous villains
Action-adventure films are
lain's aiders and
flunkies and . ., ..

Y"'>O."r\''

nr.·f-A'I"lr\llC

0

..0.'--<L'-"-'-'

in
inured to
who die in a bad cause. Their deaths do.,....,......,_,. ".,....,.....
may cause the chief villain and an occasional "ooh" and "aah" from the
in the
audience at the comic and cartoonish
souls blown up or shot down. In this way
makes up for the
constraints of its own
If
monstrous wrongdoers and evil
then what we need is to
to make up for the fact that we would find it wrong to shoot their innocent relatives.
Yet it is true that some avengers
the limits of who may serve
kills
for what
as a proper
of revenge. If
in fact have done or are
This is a crucial issue that is
which we discuss in detail in the second
For now
in Death Wish. His wife is killed
three young
never finds
'""'""n-c:.·l-oc for them. He
0
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responses to the demand the
makes.
makes a
US to do "'"''Y\nt-h .. n n
The film
the
state act for us, even n-''""n'H-nnthat the state's claim to a
on retributive violence reduces the
decent citizen to a moral shell of his
her
No
arnount of official discourse ever seems to convince us that
desires and
the state act for us is doing
n n u r r n n • r There are, of course,
revenge
without
the avengers, like their
kin groups that forced them to consult and confirm the ,
their
But the movie is more concerned with the demoralization
the sufferers of
wrongs than with
costs
costs borne
such avengers would
on the rest of us. Death
in
makes a
utilitarian claim that avengers are cost-effective: mug~~··'"'~·~~._IT, in New York once the
of the
The demand to do
U.OLULUL/l""'-'-

cn"MV10TVl 1 VI

cannot

victims and their
""'''"'"''",; to the law. If the

is as a matter of substance
::nu=>"nrror·

Down is
in the
"'''n"':lhrnPnt more than just by
pain or death
prc>batron or five years, for we must discount for the law's
record in
to justice. The avenger gives us
justice,
and his quarry loses the benefit of the discount of
not getting

of viewers to the
claims. We must be
, .......,rrn., on behalf of victims and then satisfied
end the genre forces us into the
role of Adam Smith's
The avenger cannot go it
his own
of offense and
he goes over the
and
lo and
V'--~''"'~,...... we find ourselves
different genre from the classic revenge
film. Clint and Bronson are not
Max
Michael

the law fails?

Eastwood directed and starred in
for best
Eastwood for best au·ecitor

issue and
itself about the fact

IN THE DOMAINS OF CULTURE

villains
still heroes and
and the fact that
characters does not undo the demand for or the
of heroic vengeance.
still must come, even if not
without some moral ambivalence. And it still satisfies.
The film
merits a
I am not
about to tax your attention for so
tions to the themes raised in the first
'"'"'~""'"''n""'

as a vengeance
hero's victims
less than eviL Consider the case of
with two cowhands from the Bar-T
the
a thick onne-t:a Km
in
the local saloon and brothel. Mike slashes the face of the
whore he is with
the giggles at his small
Davey ends up
In the confusion
Mike orders him to hold the whore "or I'll cut her tits
"but when
Mike
Lit......u. 1" .......-.n...

assesses coJmt:>en.sa1t10Jt1,
be
overto
The slashed woman doesn't

whores nr.::nr<:n"'t
could think a pony could cmnnen~;a
whores make no distinction as
that Bill was able to

EASTWOOD

creates a kind of

and we end up
us uncomfortable. It is
even if we are nt::J>rtt::>rth able to under-

our
stand the women's motivation. 2 5
We should not condemn too
the whores' refusal to make
distinctions between the two
women have interests that
their
on behalf of Delilah.

means their faces are
want
who herself was
to settle for a horse. 26
t::>\J<::>ncro is
rational for the uncut whores. So
a fund
out the word that
is available for anyone who kills the
two cowhands. There is no evidence that the whores are
the horses are
rather than to Delilah.
What troubles them is the
sanction.
money. This too is rational. The
service are
ment
when it comes to
assets/ but
are as well
funded with blood as the richest man in the world. But one senses that
that motivates them. There is
parOU.C:Jj.../\.-~l'"'"' rational calculanor even,
"""''-''--"-~'-''a murder.
draws
inducement of the
and would -be -nrr'""'"' men, like the Schofield Kid who seeks
to assist him in the <::>nt<::>r'r'IY'1CO
out William
farmer who as
a known thief
transheld
<"r-.>•rrl·ocnno<2 C

'--'-''-'"-'-HAH.

0

See the discussion in Miller, Humiliation,
Frances Fisher, who
the
different points of view
will see the events
his eyes. Others will
women are
in Hilary de Vries, "Clint Eastwood," Los
Times, 2
1992, cover story/ "Calendar" section).
26.
whores pun on U 11wres and /zorses,
the equation is too
made in
culture
and
mean to resist
may ride us like horses, but
we may be whores, we ain't no horses." And if the whores
the culture's tendency to
them into horses, horses too have to suffer for the connection. Will
at
him mount her, a whore,
calls his horse, when
that horses are whores for not
Will
to his mount
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sequence.
was a violent
to have killed women and children
he has ... o,or1cc.ri
victims resurface
torment him around
at
when sick with fever. The young
was, it seems, a villain who
should have been
by a heroic avenger had one been available. That
never
and the fact that it didn't
distrust the existence or
of
as
that
him the kind of
deserts. But it is also his
skills he needs to
to the other side of the
the

terror and
his
is
even shamed
the
quarry, by the dirtiness of the business: "Give him a drink of water,
Goddamn it. Will you give him a drink of water, for Christ's sake?" The
scene is
on and is
for the viewer. 2 7 The
is decent,
well liked and even loved
his workmates: "You
killed our
all but -....rr::::n:ATt"\D1"1·~r
coworkers: '/He had it
as in Adam
Smith's moral
1"/YYY'I,-no-

observer. The
observer feels
an
ate
of lethal retribution. For the
the offer of the pony to
Delilah should indeed have
him the
rifle.
world is
are
reprehensible and leave no one
deaths.
seems
unnerved
himself in a situation that Clint Eastwood should
be in. Heroes of a certain
ones that Clint Eastwood
'""'"'"'"c'ori to look
to be
ness of the business makes
for

,.,.--..,---.t-,·nrr

in, to claim the
movie an antiviolence film; see interview with Eastwood in de Vries, "Clint Eastwood."

EASTWOOD AND

Ned
Scruhe is a sidekick. If heroes
lC'>--~_.,-nO~T cannot be
killed the
in other

That
1nc:ar;)acnv for heroism. He is moved
not
a reluctance to kill
peoany more than Will
that
is as undebe.
Ned raises the moral
as we know him

reluctance to

stakes for
avengers of a wrong that
when money is no small
of their motivation.
kill even when he has doubts. Yet we also see that
issue thrust upon him
not
his own inner
to shoot
has never been able to rest easy with his
reason to believe that this
too drunk to remember what he's done. 28
business
him as
well as for us.
As a
revenge than a
from another source. 2 9 Will's
behalf of the

28. In fact, before Will
called on to kill, he first descends into kind of private hell for three feverish
before he can be resurrected as the killer he was before his
of the Passion is obvious. Unlike Christ, who arises
wife had reformed him. The
to give eternal life, Will arises to send
to eternal death: "I will see you in hell
" says
Bill, who knows quite well where Will
William
29. Notice that this sentiment is
held, and is
of what state justice
when it claims that it has the sole
to act against
bles up
body.
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behalf of others
his
-y, hunter the same moral
action. It is more than
the most vulnerable of people, the
for their bodies. And this
the
with his bad
money for his
recruit him for the '"'v'"'"'·"-h"'"" coincides with a fever that is
his
Yet there is some indication that it is more than
money that
ways. He is also motivated
a call to do
calls him back to his
The account narrated to him
the Schofield
the ,._._."~'"-'would-be
is that a woman
had her face cut, her ears and
breasts cut
and her eyes cut out.
says Will.3° What is
u.U.'-F,'--U. to have
to the woman is a deed
the
uu..u.u.•cu.LLF, those who encompassed it to the class of "those who got it
coming." Someone has to take it upon himself to make sure
get it.
Will is merely enforcing broadly
moral and social norms of
action. And if we sense that Dirty Harry enjoys
a little too
that is not the case with Will
who scarcely takes
in
,.,,..,·n+~"r\I'Y" and who had to drown out his
of the deaths he
caused with drink The
with
but his lack of ,/.,.,,"'H''"'"'
involvement in Delilah's
...........ncc>r~+ar! in a much more
The scene in which
accounted for
We learn later that
believes in
in the distribution of
as he is in a
...... n.c'h'r"''"' and has the desire to make such
distinctions.
He is shocked and incredulous when he hears that Little Bill killed Ned:
"'"'

1

'.,.., ...

'-U'J.J.lf--''-'-'-U.'VJ.l.

'::>rfl::>rn 1 r:>-f-,OITT

30. The account is
face was cut, and she has disscars. When Will goes to recruit his old
Ned
to the
he
further embellishes the mutilation by
parts A
consistent theme of the movie is how stories and
are built and altered in
mission, and
verbal dismemberment of Delilah is connected
to the
struction of a reputation for heroism, whether it be
Bob's,
or William

EASTWOOD AND

"So
Bill killed him for what
''3 1 Ned is
member of the group he is associated with.
each is the least
each case, other commitments and
prevent their
from their group. We know more than
Will. We know that
was
at what
to the
that he meant no
that he tried to make amends for himself and
does not know that. The movie
the
avenger in an unusual situation.
or Charles Bronson never
know less than we know when it comes to the
of villains and
their level of
who deserve
" But
its hero
information. This
it
cuts two ways: if it excuses somewhat Will's not lT"""""~~,·~~'·'"'""'
it also undercuts the
of action that does not take the audience's information into account, for it is
the case that the audience
and Ned's deaths. More information would
have
and
Ned.
we are a
way from the broad notions of liability that would have
any Bar-T boy for the actions of one of its members. This is not
the world o( say, the Mafia or the Icelandic sagas. The "them"
to retaliation is a much narrower class.
The relation among the
and the
Schofield Kid-further contrives to drive the situation toward its
outcome. Ned's failure to kill and the Kid's lmPaitlei1t H~ ,,._Hj""
of the old
skill and resolve cOITlP'Hcate
......

sitone that makes demands on Will. For one, it means he has to do
the
would have made it
now he must
+~.-,,. ... he must concern himself with his friend's dis">Y'I ....

31. If Munny
to concede Little Bill the
to group Ned with him and
the Kid, he himself is
to include Ned when it comes to
the
The
is thus over who gets to define group
for what purposes. Ned, after
all, shot the horse out from under
which fell on him,
and
duck
more
much more forcertain settings. Ned's genuine rejection of the
mission excuses
to
us and to
and, in our minds,
to have excused him to Little Bill had
posLike Munny, however, we
to excuse Little Bill's
as we excused Will's. Villains seem to be held to
when
are

IN THE DOMAINS OF CULTURE

grace, which
not
because he
with his
friend's
but also because he can't
but feel that Ned's dishonor redounds to him in the eyes of the Kid. If
motivation
had heretofore been
lucre in a
cause, it now becomes not
has
doubts
face before the Schofield
about
courage and commitment. This comical
young wanna-be has manufactured a
for himself as a
in which he claims to have killed five
Neither Ned nor
believes his
but what Will cannot tolerate is that the Kid
should think the
of these
heroes to be as
as
the one the Kid has constructed for himself.
an
Will must maintain Ned's and his own honor
of fraudulent
the corrosive effect of fiction
on the honor of hard fact. This is an '--"'1-''-'---l<A.U
world of
Llr\lflL.>Trlllr'

c·l-1;nn-·LLl5.<Lu.•-r, trait that he
hisown
He
was always too drunk to know what he did and even whether he did. So
it is left for others to tell him of his
which he hears with a kind
of dim
or a
reQ:rettul sense of dis-ease. And what
his drunkenness didn't leave him unaware
his wife made him
tent for. The
as we see, makes the
of
a
motivated act.
Whatever the
source of
for that matter, it is not a function of

and consider
of 188os lethal technol-

none
wit of his Clintlike
of:

a

of a

You

Messiness
our sense of the violence, and thus even of the
ness, of the act. See my discussion on violence and the perception of in Miller, Hwnilin33· When the avenger
OTt-''''L'>>rU

from him and he

or a Charles Bronson, we
shame is the
to live up to Clint Eastwood's past
the standards of the Man

or for accidental
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Will: He should have armed himself if he's
saloon with my friend.

CULTURE

to decorate

Or:
Will: I've

been

when it comes to

folk.

it turns out, is a feature of most all the other male charac-

Bob

is loaded with it in his
flamhas a
calibrated wit best
revealed in one of the finest humiliation scenes in
when he
deflates every
of
the "Duck" of Death. His
wit makes
his
even
he
is never undertaken without the purpose of
order. His
is to sit with his
and his
coffee on the
of the house he is building and watch the sunset. He
in this frontier setting, the
of the
and he is
dedicated to
the kind of order that will make the suburbs
unvillainous a sheriff must be who
enforces a very strict
ordinance with utter success. Whatever bad deeds Little Bill
do, he is a far cry from the cartoon evil
of
If
he resembles
with the misfortune of
actor and in which
has the lead's friend
Litin
as a
French Connection films.
make the final scene in which Will a1~;Datcrws LitAll these
tle
and three others a little more
than the lethal
conclusions that end the
and Death Wish films. But somewhat
denouement is more
for
film's
of revenge. Part of the satisfaction
of the conclusion comes
the resolution of
very
in
action. Isn't that also the case with Hamlet? As a
Hmnlet would seem if all Ham-

comes

CLINT EASTWOOD AND

into each
both the conventions
narrative form and
and honor
demand revenge for the death of a friend and the desecration of his
corpse. William
not unlike
has
the
tent
his tent is an
one woven of his wife's teetoand her stern moral
And we know what must
pen, for this is one of the oldest
stories ever told.
is not
a set of substantive outcomes we feel
it comes mediated via the
raised
thenarthe occasion for it. This is a Clint Eastwood
CA1'Y'!oth•nrr for the range of eXt)ectatlOflS
sider
for actors
not come to us without histories that influence our expectations for
what we are
no less than the conventions of
and genre. It
is also a Western of a
sort, and a revenge
of a
sort with rather
to The Iliad. We are in the world of
where the attractiveness of the killer of your friend cannot excuse
your
of
him
whether he be Hector or Hackman.
If the aesthetic constraints of the narrative form counsel revenge
that does not make revenge any less a moral demand. Will's revenge is
also
the norms of
honorable
and the ethic of
or
back what you
another aesthetic
an
that the film constructs for itself ,,....,..i,r,o-n
that drives the revenge
To
that a certain kind of heroism
or simand verbose. Clint has to win not
because
kind of heroism has
UL'-'LLLCV.L

overstatement.34
34· Overstated
have a
tradition, from the boast
of Beowulf, to
and the dozens, to Mel Gibson in the Lethal Weapon movies and Bruce Willis in the
various incarnations of Die Hard. But in spite of Beowulf, Gibson, and Willis, overstatement has come to bear the marker of a certain urban black male
to which Willis (for
sure), Gibson (somewhat less), and Beowulf (not at all) are indebted.

DOMAINS

is
in
who shot at him. Ned's death
another
ence between these two uses of
the emotion that motivates him. We
tified in
action to pay it
even
we
does not have the cleanest hands. The manner of Ned's death violates
that excuse Will's lack of
Ned is +,,.,...+,,,.
the
the
time the movie sugan issue at all.35 The second
rn1rnc~0--1'" a formal ritualized act. It may or may not lead
to
the emotion. In fact it does
but it needn't
for
the ritual itself
the return blow for
whether or not the paythe emotion. One does not desecrate
in vengeance narratives. And the desecration is such an
act that it broadens the class of
who can be
made to atone for it. The owner of the 0'--'-''UV,,,
thus
the
Recall the lines
above:
ClCTTYlr\Sl-t"n

0

,.,

\..l u•ulLU.

Little Bill:
you are a
son of a bitch. You
shot
an unarmed man
Will: He should have armed himself if he's
to decorate his
saloon
my friend.
does not kill without
which corpse is to pay for
what.
is
back for the desecration and Little
for the
death of Ned: 'Tm here to kill you Little Bill for what you did to Ned."
go because
shoot at Will
The three others who go in the cause
and
luck takes over: "I was
in the
but I've
been
it seems, are not
for luck was no less
35· Little Bill first suggests
the cowhands for
Delilah but desists.
He may be an
Yet the fact remains that it means crwnoth""'rr
rather different to
36. That
owns the saloon before which Ned is on
is sufficient cause
mind for
him, but it would not be sufficient cause for the audialso
a slime. He thus becomes, even to us, an appropriate
such creatures
accordance with the revenge genre's rules
cause.

CLINT EASTWOOD

as a young man without
cause. Or
can
be in the very short run that there is
run, "deserve's
to do with
luck.
Like so many Clint
rather
has a cocked rifle to the head of Little
flat on his back
"Deserve/s
stood to be '"''"'""" 10

to do with it.// In context
can be underLittle Bill's claim of unmerited death. But
in H"-~'F-.'"''"'J='·'-- that detaches itself from the
context and seems to reflect a kind of
the
tice of his own actions at the same time he is
demands of the revenge genre and
self-doubts about his life of
the fact that no one ever
makes him think the
or bad luck. Ironiand
who is
more from
divine order worth the name would let him finish his house. But since in
view 'lwe all have it
// no
one is situated so as to be
all the
nor the villain all the time.
if we narrow the time frame to very
circumstances do
sort themselves out
so we can indicate who has the
the avenger the
In this revenge
and the constraints of
the narrative form demand
and there is a third
overdeterminant of the same outcome: Recall the role of W. W.
the
and dime novelist who first appears with
H-n,,_.,c,n Bob and who is last seen
at William

sure to films like this one. The presence of
makes the movie
cn,,-,ornlnlT more than a revenge
It also becomes an essay
manner of heroic
The
Little
William
lead
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compare and contrast their
and decide on their
will come as no
in a Clint Eastwood film that it will be his
that wins. And we know that it must.
Let me play this out
much more quickly than it deserves.
Bob
fashions his accounts of his own actions in
of the dime novelist: a kind of lowbrow chivalric
errant.
Thanks to Bill's brutal deflation of Bob, we learn the way
really
nor noble.
is attracted
were neither
knows the heroic from the
to Bob's accounts because
books he reads and then
Bob is no coward and he
is a good shot, but he is not a hero in the romantic mold he claims for
somehimself. Little Bill shows him in fact to be rather
no pretender to romantic heroism can be.37 Mr.
abandons
Bob for Little
his next true hero.
Bob. He is the
Little Bill contrasts himself in every way to
realist, the antiromantic, the debunker of the exaggerated Western commonplaces of the quick draw, of pistols that work and don't seem to
need reloading, of preternatural accuracy in shooting, of grand motive
and frontier chivalry in white hats. Little Bill's brand of the heroic
means winning, not just
in any way, but in a
antiroparasitical on dime-novel
mantic way. His "realism" is
romance. Its heart is in debunking and
it. His style thus
becomes a kind of inverted romanticism.
opporand sadism become as .._..,_,'". . "'·'-'-"J'of the dime-novel
ten by the opportunity to build an
for the masses as
had been. What started out as a discourse on the orrn-.t·n-.<:>CC
Bob's pretensions designed solely to humiliate Bob ends up becoming
a claim to true heroism on his own account. The existence of
in the world is no less
to realists than to senti.UJ.lF,l.J.OJ.

Bill
in which he gives Bob a
move.
assumes,
Little Bill's penchant for
unfair play and
that the gun is not loaded. He is wrong. Little Bill
the way Bob would guess, and he is able thus to show Bob either risk averse or
tral, both traits that utterly deflate
Bob's
as a
bw:::Kl:mg hero.
38. Note that Little Bill's one great sin against true heroism
be that he is not
an avenger; he does not
to pay back, but to warn off others. He is a pure adherent
to the deterrence
of
a model utilitarian.
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mental romantics.
novel turns all to
to
and to
collusion between the media and the
of its attention.
too hard on Bill. The movie also
a real raconteur. It
and contrasts him with the
and tells no stories. We and
see
of Bill's actions to know he can back up his
words with deeds as well as any man. His
is that the movie
favors an aesthetics of tac:ItctrnitV: ... ,_,_,.._ __ .•
U..LL

Eastwood
in his reluctance to talk.
never talks about his
deeds. It is others who tell his
and this saves it from
selfWe get his
in bits and
from the Kid when he tries
but Will was always too
to
Will to confirm stories he had
drunk to remember, and what he does remember he misremembers in
the direction of understatement.J9
full
is told
torture after all Ned's preextracted under
vious
to cover it up were beaten out of him. What better
emblem for the
with which
of heroism resists
in words?
But can we believe a
extracted under torture? Ned in his
agony
that
will come and kill Little
and that turns
out to be true. So
etcetera. When Will shows up in
is Bill who states
to
it back.

Little Bill:
out of Missouri that killed
women and children.
Will: That's
I've killed women
killed
about
that walks or crawled at one time or another and I'm
here to kill you, Little
39· Ned: I remember it was three men you shot, Wilt not two.
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is not averse to
the
others have told
about him when the
of it constitutes a
a threat that
achieves its
not
because it is told
after Will has
but also because he never colluded in
killed Little Bill and four
So when William
leaves the
conthe tale's
be
to shoot him as he rides out of
the substance of which is
of
told about him unassisted
nrHATO,CTOY'

All
him.

man I see out there I'm
kill
I am coming out.
son of a bitch takes a shot at me, I'm not
kill
burn his damn house down.
I'll kill his wife and all his

There is of course an easy deconstructionist
between Little Bill and Will
is one
how much
one should be
involved in
one's own legend, it
be of some interest to observe that W. W.
is a standin for Clint Eastwood the director. He is the one who holds the power
to tell the
any way he wants to. And if
is above
with
to manufacture a persona, he is
of res1st1mg
collusion with the true descendent of the dime novelist: Clint Eastwood
himself.
'-'-'.l.lU.\.-L.U

time to tie up some lose ends and draw this to a close.
Clint Eastwood at last opposes a'-"-''·-'-''-''-"-.._" r<=>Y"'IY't:l·C:<=>lnro::l•tnr"'
delivered law. No
exuberant and excessive in
order in Little
and
that is sufficient to make him the villain whose death alone will allow
the movie to end. What has
here? We
a represenus to
tative of the law who takes care of business and he still can't
root for him. We want the outlaw to shoot the sheriff. We have come a
Noon. But Little Bill isn't law as we want it either.
way from
Not because he is
we would go much further with
than
we would
like to admit if we could be certain that it was in the
service of
and if we were sure it would be freedom '"'-'-U''""'_.., ..........,
His mistake was the one
culture believes all statedelivered law makes. He doesn't care about victims. The law has other
that
the
of victims or of
u.oou.u.,;::.,'-'-'- the u;n,nr<::>c
he would have lived to

of course, some connection of this
to
at that
most of us it is very
culture. Those who
revenge genre can

40.
more
a story of influence and feedback than
According to a thesis advanced
Carol Clover/ it the
form that determines the
pop culture form of narration/ more than the other way around. See Clover, Trial Mm>ics
and t!zc Adncrsarial
(Princeton
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with the erotic allure of beautiful peoBut the most seamless
of the law of
culture and the "real"
where real law becomes real Llr>,rwr·r2.... ~ ........._~
was in saga Iceland.4 1
What is our stake in
and ro_f'.,...C>-::>1-1>-nn- a
law and in turn constructs a view of a cr"'' 0 .,..~T
ri.O•C"''"'.,..-:>-1-cd~T in need of
VV.lC..l.l.lJ.

L/UL/UHA.l

Cll'r\14,rvr-t1-nlf"T

'"'·"' '·'-'· ··r-. social control?
because
culture constructs an
doesn't mean that that
must be false or wishful or exaggerated because of
like
and racial hatreds. Fears are not
of
inner demons. Sometimes
culture
A desire for
may be
a
a
easy
ceived failures of justice and breakdowns in public
to indulge because most of us are
of death, especially violent
and because ultimately we
that we can
off the
responsibility for our vengeful desires on the state, which we will then
come to loathe as the hangman. But is it a fantasy that our streets aren't
without
walk home alone at
safe, that women
even in small towns, that we (both black and
kill more,
carry more lethal weaponry, rape more, rob more than any other indusnot be all that wrong in its
trialized nation?
culture
I.A.vi.........., .. VJcl,

accordance with
It seems we must credit truth with some of the reason for our perbut that is
one
of a comceptions of inept
plex story.
culture's construction of law and
driven in
the formal demands of the various genres of narrative
we listen to. We have come to feel that good stories are much harder to
()'-,..,~..,,..,.,..,-r,.., about institutions that run
and efficient
41. See Miller,
7· What effect will TV have on law?
How will the public stand for excluding evidence that is
relevant from the
while
the judge and television viewers to hear it? Will
be
conform more with popular images of
examinations at the expense of
a
record? But why assume that the entertainment value has
to do with the intricacies of
It may well be that the mysterious perversity of
form has a kind
of
allure all its own. In any event, what is clear is that there is an ever smaller
area of the so-called real
that is
of the mediation of
culture.
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bureaucratic structures. No heroes there. Heroes "' r"'
of
and
of a normal world in which
are the norm. We thus have heroic
and heroic cops
within the
but whose excellence
them
foot outside of it. When the official ""'"'""m"'
are not the
of
0

11 0
'

lrHY\YY'\Y\Clh'>nr•o

0

<A,F,'--J'''--J.\..-0, totalitarian horror. It is thus in some sense that
the rule of law is damned if it
damned if it doesn't. It's either
stone
or
about state law-enforcement
tent
avenger assumes the nl"r~r.Lom
of unindividuated ,.,-.,·no••nrr"la>-.-r
when the vu.•c.L"-'-"--'-V'IJ
avenger is
The usual evolutionary story we tell ourselves is that revenge gives
way to law and is inconsistent with it.
culture sees revenge as
a necessary
to law, and it
well be that
culture is not wrong as a matter of
and social
We could
lull ourselves into the belief that revenge was
progress of civilization and
were inevitable until the meteoric and
rise in urban homicide rates that
in the late
an end to any
the success of the state
,,...,-r"'·•n,nrr minimal
can
be
an accident that
and Death Wish are movies made in the
1970s and that the modern revenge genre dates from that
The success of the
discourse
on a
population. The breakdown in social
in the view of the revenge
the discourse of
reveals the
discourse and
of the accused to be luxuries of a"'"'.,...,,-"
sons that had
to do with its mildness toward wron:ga<)ers.
revenge genre,
is not
when revenge is
the same
that inform the law itself.
HLL'---'--'-'-F."--'-l'--'--

LU.I'-/WIV.Ll._._.

innovations that
the law at the service of
....u"~ ... A---A· in the genre that the law and
roughly in 1968, urban homicide rates
out at as much as seven to ten times
1950S.

were in the
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breakdown

order

some ways

so hard to

CULTURE

manifest

culture is not all that unkind to the law.

It still makes it an arena of choice for the most favorite of entertainment

shows: the triaL
conditions for _.__._ LC"--'-"-'--'- •r-.
it limits the role of its most antilaw
that he is not
law at all.
who deserve
are thus
do. As have claimed in this
as a reform
of the
not a revolution
and
fulfill the
not to undo it. Above
stories of revenge are meant to
ov'""
'n,.,,n,.,. the delicious sense of satisfaction of
0

'''

0

because it is that very failure that enables a certain
we love so much.
about
stories: Love and //wild
themes of Western
stories of the former never
ter until the
stories of
stories are not
as
at some times as at
never seem to go away, either. We still reread them as classics
if we
not to be
any of our own. And then revenge
has a way of
across a wide range of genres. It is
essential to
the substance of
but not
and stuba feature of the comedic
is
the stuff of
or romantic.
how distributive
does not make for
stories outside of sentimental and melodramatic forms. We simthe themes of distributive
the subart We leave these matters to
stance of the
instead. And most would admit
are not
is that?
of narrators. And
U.j:;.l-t.ul,.:,.

cnr':""nrn

